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The question, “Is Th@‘), the elementary theory of the ordering of the 
recursively enumerable degrees, &-categorical?” was raised by Jockusch in 
a letter to Lachlan. By the Ryll-Nardzewski theorem, Th(9) is No- 
categorical if and only if for all IZ > 1 Th(9) has only finitely many n-types. 
Thus the natural way to show that Th(9) is not &,-categorical is to produce 
infinitely many distinct n-types for this theory for some n >, I. 
Unsuccessful attempts have been made to show that Th(9) has infinitely 
many l-types. Lachlan responded to Jockusch,’ noting that the existence of 
infintely many finite lattices which are generated by three elements could be 
used to show that Th(9) has infinitely many 3-types if it could be shown 
that every finite lattice can be embedded (as a lattice) into 9, the partially 
ordered set of recursively enumerable degrees. Recently, however, Lachlan 
and Soare [3] have shown that there is an eight element lattice which cannot 
be embedded into 9. Despite this fact, we use Lachlan’s idea to show that 
Th(9) is not &-categorical. We define infinitely many non-isomorphic 
finite “partial lattices” generated by three elements, all of which can be 
* This research was supported by National Science Foundation Grants MCS 78-01849, 
MCS 77-04013, and MCS 79-05782 
’ We thank Lachlan and Jockusch for suggesting such an approach and conveying the 
suggestion, respectively. 
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embedded into 5%’ (preserving least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds 
if they exist), thus producing infinitely many 3-types over Th(9).* This is 
done by establishing a general embedding theorem for a large class of 
lattices that generalizes the embedding of the pentagon. Thus we also 
contribute to the ultimate classification of the lattices embeddable in R. 
1. PARTIAL LATTICES 
In this section, we produce infinitely many non-isomorphic finite partial 
lattices generated by three elements, and show that they give rise to infinitely 
many distinct 3-types over the theory of any partially ordered set into which 
they can be embedded (as partial lattices). 
Let 9 be a language consisting of the pure predicate calculus together 
with binary relation symbols < and 4 (< and 4 are to be interpreted as 
relations such that there is a partial ordering extending & and disjoint from 
4) and ternary relation symbols V and A (V(a, b, c) is to be interpreted as c 
is the least upper bound of a and b, and A(a, b, c) is to be interpreted as c is 
the greatest lower bound of a and b). Note that V and A are definable from 
the partial ordering <, so that the types of the theory of a partially ordered 
set remain substantially unchanged if these relation symbols are removed 
from the language, hence: 
Remark 1.1. Let 9 be a partially ordered set, and let pi be the language 
9 with V and A removed. Then there is a one-one correspondence between 
types over 9 in the language Y and types over 9 in the language pi. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A structure 9 = (P, <, 4, V, A) is a partial lattice if 
there is a partial ordering on P containing < and disjoint from 4 such that: 
(i) Vu, b, c E P(V(a, 6, c) -+ c is the least upper bound of a and b in 
PI* 
(ii) Vu, b, c E P (A(& b, c) -+ c is the greatest lower bound of a and b 
in P). 
We will usually treat V and A as partial functions. 
For each n > 0, we specify a finite partial lattice Yn = (P,, <,, &, V,, 
A,) generated by the three elements t&, ty,n, and t;,n as follows: 
P,={t{,n:i<2&j<n}U{~,,:i<2&j<n}U{b~}. (1.1) 
* Harrington and Shelah have just announced a proof that Th(9’) is undecidable. Their 
proof also shows that there are infinitely many 4-types over Th(9) but requires a much more 
complicated “monstrous injury” argument. 
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For each a, c E P, we define a Q, c exactly if one of the following conditions 
holds: 
a = c. 
a = Hi:,, & c = tkvn &j < k < n. 
a=tiv,&c=t’,,,&i#m. 
a = pi,, & c = bi,, &j < k < n. 
a=g,,&c=bt&j<n. 
a=bi&c=t” m,n* 
a = tk m,n & c = tfiqn & k <j. 
For a, c E P,, a 4, c if it is not the case that a < c. 
For a, b, c E P,, A, and V, are defined as follows: 
A,(&, t;,,,, bi,,) if k < n and i, j, m pairwise distinct. 
V,(bf,,, &, tf,:‘) if k < n. 
A,(&, ty,a, bl) if i#j. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
U-5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(l-8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
Figures 1.1-1.3 picture YO, <PI, and Yz. Thus the partial lattice 9, is 
generated as follows: The generators are {t&: i & 2) and constitute the top 
elements of level 0 of L?~. If n > 0, the elements of {b!., : i < 2) are generated 
by taking infima as specified in (1.9); these are the bottom elements of level 
0 of Yn. The next level is begun by using the elements of level 0 of 9, and 
the supremum operation as in (1.10) to generate {t!,,: i < 2); these are the 
top elements of level 1 of L$. The procedure continues in this manner using 
(1.9) to generate the bottom elements of this level and then (1.10) to generate 
the top elements of the next level, etc., until (tj’” : i < 2) has been generated; 
the partial lattice is then closed off by taking infima as in (1.11). 
0 
bo 
PO 
FIGURE 1.1 
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FIGURE 1.2 
It is easily verified that for all n > 0, Yn is a partial lattice with generators 
rtf,,: i < 2). Thus if 9 is a partially ordered set into which 9, and 9, can 
both be embedded preserving V,, A,,,, V,, and A, and m # n, then the 
images of { ty,m : i < 2) and {ty,, : i < 2) realize different 3-types over 9 in the 
language Y (or pi). Hence to show that Th(9) is not &-categorical, it 
s&ices to embed 9, into 9 preserving V, and A, for all n > 0. The proof 
that such an embedding exists combines ideas used in the proof given by 
Lachlan [ 21 to embed N5, the five element non-modular lattice (see Fig. 1.4), 
into 9 and in the proofs given by Thomason [5] and Lerman (unpublished) 
to embed finite distributive lattices into 9. Instead of embedding only the 
lattices Yfi for n > 0 into 9, we embed all finite partial lattices having the 
trace-probe property (TPP) into 9 in Section 2. The proof that Yn has TPP 
is deferred until Section 3; this property will be motivated through a 
discussion of the construction before we work with it. 
FIGURE 1.3 
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2. EMBEDDINGS INTO THE RECURSIVELY ENUMERABLE DEGREES 
The partial lattice embeddings into 9 which are described in this section 
are given using the “pinball machine” approach introduced by Lerman [4]. 
We first introduce the pinball machine. We then discuss the requirements 
which the construction must satisfy, and list the rules of the game to be 
played on the “pinball machine” which guarantee the satisfaction of the 
requirements. Finally, we prove that all requirements are satisfied from the 
rules. The verification of most of the rules for a play of a game on the 
machine will be routine, and will be left to the reader. Figure 2.1 pictures the 
pinball machine which will be used. 
Let 9 = (P, <:, $, V, A) be a finite partial lattice. 9 will be embedded 
into 9 whenever it satisfies a certain property. We will simultaneously 
construct a set of recursively enumerable sets {A, :p E P} (such that A, has 
degree aJ and an isomorphism B of 9 with CX, where G? is the sub-partial 
lattice of the recursively enumerable degrees ~3’ = (A, <, 4 U, n) and 
A = {a,:p E P}. 
We will satisfy the following conditions, which imply that @ is an 
isomorphism: 
V~,4~P(p=Gq+a,<aJ. (2.1) 
V~94~P(p+Gq+a,<a,). (2.2) 
Vp,q,rEP(pVq=r+a,Ua,=aJ. (2.3) 
Vp,q,rEP(pAq=r+a,na,=aJ. (2.4) 
Each A, will be enumerated during the construction. Let Ai be the finite 
set of elements placed in A, by the beginning of stage s of the construction. 
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Let {Qi: i > 0} be a recursive enumeration of all partial recursive 
functionals, and for each i > 0 let {Qi,,: s >, 0} be a recursive sequence of 
finite approximations to Qi, uniform in i. We may assume without loss of 
generality that 
Ve,x,s,A(@,,,(A;x)l =y-+3acA(ih(o)~s& 
I.e., that computations at stage s do not use oracle information about 
elements 2s. 
A game on this machine is played in a sequence of moves 0, 1, 2,..., of 
order-type w. The game, and motion on the machine, is subject to the 
following rules. 
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RULE 0 (Initial configuration). At the beginning of the game, each hole 
has an infinite supply of unmarked balls and no marked balls. There are no 
balls on the surface of the machine or in any pocket. All holes are active. 
During the play of the game, balls will be marked with natural numbers, 
and each marked ball will be targeted for a set A, for some p E: P. Balls will 
be identified with the numbers marked on them. The following constraints 
will be placed on the marking of balls: 
RULE 1 (Marking constraints). 
(a) No unmarked ball is ever released from a hole. 
(b) No two balls are ever marked with the same number. 
(c) Only finitely many balls are ever marked during any move. 
(d) If a ball is first marked at move n, then it is marked with a 
number >n. 
The set for which a ball is targeted determines which sets the ball can 
enter, as specified by the following rules. 
RULE 2 (Placement rules). 
(a) xEAi+’ - Ai if and only tf x enters the element pocket during 
move s and x is targeted for A,, for some q < p. 
(b) No ball can ever leave a pocket. 
The following fact is immediate from Rules 0, lb, and 2a. 
LEMMA 2.1. Equation (2.1) holds, i.e., < is preserved. 
We now consider the satisfaction of (2.3), i.e., V is preserved. The basic 
idea for satisfying (2.3) is the appointment of traces. This idea is due to 
Lachlan, who uses it in [2] to embed the two five element non-distributive 
lattices into 9. Thus for p, q, r E P, if p V q = r and x is targeted for A,,, for 
some w  < r at stage s, then x will have a trace y,, at stage s which will be 
targeted for AZ0 for some z,, such that z,, <p or z0 < q. If x enters AS,, then y, 
must enter A&, at some stage t < s. Furthermore, if y, E A:, and x 6$ AL then 
a new trace y, for x will be assigned at the stage during which y, enters AzO, 
and y, will be targeted for A,, for some z1 such that z, <p or z, < q. x will 
have only finitely many traces during the course of the construction, so that 
we can determine whether x E A, by a finite number of questions, asking 
whether certain traces of x are in A,, or A,. Hence a,< a,U a,,. 
Equation (2.3) will then follow from (2.1). We will give some rules to 
formalize this procedure. First, however, we need a definition. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. A set Q E P is said to be trace-complete if for all q E Q 
and all a, b, c E P such that a V b = c and q < c there is a p E Q such that 
p<a or p<b. For QGP, the set A,={A,:qEQ} is said to be trace- 
complete if Q is trace-complete. Finally, a set S of marked balls is said to be 
trace-complete if the set A, = {A,: 3x E S(x is targeted for A,)} is trace- 
complete. 
RULE 3 (Trace rules). 
(a) At the beginning of move n, every marked ball x has associated 
with it a trace-complete set Tl: of marked balls containing x. 
(b) If x is not in the element pocket at the beginning of move n, then 
no y E Ti is in the element pocket at the beginning of move n. 
(c) If x enters the element pocket during move n, then every y E Tt 
enters the element pocket during move n. 
(d) rfyE T;-T;+’ then y enters the element pocket during move n. 
We now show that (2.3) is satisfied under the assumption that the 
appointment of traces is linitary in nature. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that for all x there is an n such that for all m > n, 
T!J = Tt. Then (2.3) is satisfied. 
Proof Let p, q, r E P be given such that p V q = r. Fix x E N. By Rules 
la, Id, and 2a, if x E A, then a ball must be marked with the number x at 
some move n < x and targeted for A, for some v < r. Suppose that this is the 
case (otherwise x & A,). Let n = n,,. Unless x enters A, during move n,, by 
Rules 3a and 3b, T?” is defined and is trace-complete and there is a 
y, E T?+’ such that y,, is targeted for AU0 for some u,, such that u, <p or 
u0 < q and y, is not yet in the element pocket. By Rules 3c and 3d, if x E A’: 
then y0 has entered the element pocket before move k, hence by Rule 2a, 
yoEAi ory,EAi. Hence ify,GA, and y,,&A, then x&A,. Suppose that 
y0 E A, or y0 E A,. Find the move n, at which y, enters one of these sets. 
Note that n, > n,. If x E A:’ then the procedure is complete. Otherwise, we 
repeat the procedure raising all subscripts by 1, and note that in this case, 
Tz+l # T?. By hypothesis, the procedure must thus eventually terminate, 
giving a recursive computation of A, from A, @A,. Hence (2.3) holds. i 
For all p, q E P such that p 4 q and all e E N, we establish the 
requirement 
P p,4.e : W@,(Aq ; 4 # A#) or @,(A, ; 4 T 1. 
Clearly, the satisfaction of Pp,q,e for all p, q, and e implies that (2.2) holds, 
i.e., 4 is preserved. We fix a recursive list {PT : i E N} of all such 
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requirements, and assign Pf to hole i of the machine. Hole i will be asked to 
produce a follower x targeted for A, which will witness the truth of Pp,4,e as 
in the “minimal pair” construction of Lachlan [ 11. If we ever reach a move n 
such that @,,,(A,” ; x) = 0, then placing x into A, will allow us to satisfy 
P p,9,e since p + q so x will not enter A,. However, this satisfaction will rely 
on being able to appoint suitable trace sets. For if T”, is the initial trace set 
associated with x, then T!j must not contain balls targeted for A, for any 
r < q, so that placing x E A, will not cause the computation @,,,(A,” ; x) to 
be destroyed because of Rule 3c. Thus the partial lattice 9 should satisfy: 
For all p, q E P such that p #q, there is a trace-complete set R 
such that p E R and for all r E R, I + q. P-6) 
The satisfaction of (2.4), preserving A, also imposes constraints on 9, 
which may prevent all elements of Tz from entering the element pocket 
during the same move. To see how this can occur, we recall the technique 
introduced by Lachlan [ 1 ] and Yates [6] to satisfy (2.4) for the 
“minimal pair” construction, and modified by Thomason [5] and Lerman for 
finite distributive lattices. Let { ( Yi, Oi): i > 0} be a recursive enumeration of 
all pairs of partial recursive functionals, and for each i > 0 let { !Pi,S: s > 0) 
and {Oi,$: s > 0) be recursive sequences of finite approximations to !Pi and 
Oi, respectively, uniformly in i. We assume that (2.5) is satisfied for Y and 
0 in place of 0. For each p, q, r E P such that p A q = r and each e > 0, we 
establish the requirement 
N p.q,r,e : WA,) = R44J & Iy,(A,) total -+ y6(A,) 
is recursive in A,. 
We fix a recursive list {NF : i E N} of all such requirements, and assign NT 
to gate i of the machine. The requirement Nt = Np,P,r,e is satisfied as 
follows. Define 
and 
L(e,p, q, s) = max{x: VY < x(Y~,,(A~;Y) = @,,,(A~;Y))~ 
M(e,p, 4, s) = max{L(e,p, 4,O: t < 31. 
Note that if YJA,) is total and YJA,) = @,(A,), then lim, L(e, p, q, s) = co. 
Whenever L(e,p, q, s + 1) < M(e,p, q, s), restraints are placed on Ai+ ’ or 
Ai’ ’ to protect one of the computations Y6,,(Ai+ ’ ; y) or @,,,(A;+ ’ ; y). Thus 
if gate i is vacant during such a move s + 1, it will try to capture the balls 
rolling by the gate which are not heading for the discard pocket, and will not 
rebase those balls (except to the discard pocket) until a move t > s + 1 is 
reached such that L(e,p, q, t + 1) > M(e,p, q, t). There will be a move s such 
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that for all x > 0 and all t and u such that t > u > s, if u satisfies L(e,p, 
q, u + 1) > M(e,p, q, u) > x among other properties, then 
either y6,,(Ai; x) = !?‘e,,(A,Utl; x) or O,JAfi; x) = @,,,(A~+’ ; x) 
or some z which is marked by move u enters Afi and violates 
restraints on both Ai and Ai placed by this requirement for some 
v such that u < v < t. (2.7) 
We will control the game so that we can determine whether such a z enters 
A r during move u by appealing to an A I oracle. Since Y&4, ; x) = @,(A 9 ; x), 
we will have a procedure to compute YJA,) recursively from A,, so (2.4) 
will be satisfied. 
Let us now return to the set Tj: with the preceding paragraph in mind. It 
may be the case that there are p, q, r E P such that p A q = r and Ti 
contains balls targeted for sets A, and A, such that u <p and v < q, but T3: 
contains no balls targeted for A, for any w < r. Hence placing all elements 
of Tt into the element pocket during the same move will violate (2.7) for 
some e. We thus attempt to preserve (2.7) by breaking off a trace-complete 
subset of Tl and trying to get this set into the element pocket. If and when 
this set enters the element pocket, say during move m, we define a new trace- 
complete set Ty’ ’ containing all elements of T”, which have not yet entered 
the element pocket, and try to release all the elements of T!J’l into the 
element pocket during the same move m’ > m + 1 (subject to the restraints 
imposed by the gates). A similar problem may again arise, however, causing 
us to split off part of T,“. If 9 is sufficiently nice, this procedure will 
terminate after finitely many iterations, and we will have a trace-complete set 
Tt all of whose elements are free to enter the element pocket during the same 
move. This will preserve the tinitary nature of moves initiated by a fixed 
follower while allowing the requirements NT to be satisfied. 
The other key to satisfying the requirements is that each hole i appoints 
only finitely many followers. This will be accomplished by allowing a new 
follower to be appointed at a hole during move n only if for every previously 
appointed follower x from that hole which is not yet in a pocket, an element 
of Tz is currently detained at a gate j < i and Pi* is not yet satisfied. 
Furthermore, a gate will not capture new balls unless it is vacant at the time. 
Thus as only finitely many balls may be detained at any gate, each hole will 
appoint only finitely many followers. 
We now define the property of partial lattices which allows the type of 
construction sketched above to succeed. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A partial lattice 9 has the trace-probe property (TPP) 
if for all p, q E P such that p+ q, there is a finite sequence Q,, 
{qO}, Q,, {ql},..., Q, of subsets of P such that: 
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(i) Q,GQ,~=.GQ,. 
(ii) p E Q, and for all r E Q, U {q,,}, not r < q. 
(iii) For all i < n, Q, U {q,} and {q,} are trace-complete as is Q,. 
(iv) For all a, b, c E P such that a A b = c and i Q n, if there are 
Q,, b, E Qi such that a, <a and b, <b then either i= 0 and there is an 
r~ Q, such that r<c or i> 0 and either there is an rE Q,-, with r<c or 
no element of Q,-, U {qtml} is <u or no element of Q,-, U {qiml} is <b. 
(v) For all (2, b, c E P such that a A b = c and all i < n, either not 
qi<u or not q,< b. 
The motivation for TPP is best understood by studying the example of N, . 
(In the discussion below, we relabel Fig. 1.4, replacing a,, a,, a,, u3, and u4 
with 0, B, A, C, and B @ C, respectively.) In order to embed N, in the recur- 
sively enumerable degrees, we need to construct recursively enumerable 
sets A, B, and C such that: 
A and C form a “minimal pair” 
of recursively enumerable sets. 
To meet a requirement of the form Q,(B) #A we will appoint a follower x 
targeted for A at move s, wait for a move t > s such that @,,l(B’ f u; x) 1= w 
(i.e., x is realized), restrain B’ /’ u to preserve this computation, and 
enumerate x into At if and only if w  = 0 as in the Friedberg-Muchnik 
procedure. However, when we appoint x at move s, we must simultaneously 
apoint a trace y for x targeted for B or C (to achieve A < r B 0 C), and 
must enumerate y in its target set before (or when) x is enumerated in A. 
(Thus the corresponding trace-complete set is c = {x, y}.) Now if we target 
y for B during move s, then perhaps during move r when x becomes realized 
with a computation using B’ r U, u > y so enumerating y into B will destroy 
this B-computation. Thus we target y for C at move s when x is appointed. 
Since enumerating x and y simultaneously in A and C will ruin the 
associated intimum condition, we break Tl up into two pieces, Q, = {x) and 
q,, = y. Later, if and when x becomes realized, we send out q. = y as a 
“probe,” and try to enumerate y into C before x is enumerated into A. Once 
y is enumerated into C, we “change targets” by appointing a new trace z > u 
targeted for B during move t, i.e., we set Q, = 7’!, = {x, z). x and z are now 
paired, and are free to fall together through all the gates without destroying 
any of the computations needed to satisfy the “minimal pair” requirements. 
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The play of the game uses some terminology which we now introduce. All 
balls originating in hole i are said to be linked to hole i. Given balls x and y, 
we say that ball y is a descendant of ball x if either x =y or ball y is 
appointed as part of a trace set for some descendant of ball x. Hole i has 
higher priority than hole j if i <j. Follower x has higher priority than 
follower y if x is linked to hole i, y is linked to hole j, and either i <j, or i = j 
and ball x was marked before ball y was marked. 
We say that hole i requires attention at move n if hole i is active at the 
beginning of move n and one of the following conditions holds: 
Sector 0 of hole i is vacant. (2.8) 
Sector 0 of hole i contains a descendant of follower x, 
pi” = p*,q,c and @,,,(A,“; x> 1 . (2.9 1 
A descendant of follower x which is linked to hole i currently 
resides at gate j < i, Nj” = Np,q,r,e, and L(e,p, q, n> > 
M(e,p,q,n- 1). (2.10) 
If either (2.9) or (2.10) holds, we say that hole i requires attention through x 
at move n. 
We now proceed with the play of the game, specifying additional rules as 
they are needed. 
Move n. Let hole i be the hole of highest priority which requires attention 
at move n. Fix the follower x (if any exists) of hole i of highest priority such 
that hole i requires attention through x at move It. Send all balls linked to 
hole j for j > i and all descendants of followers y of hole i for which y has 
lower priority than x (if x exists) which are not yet in a pocket to the discard 
pocket. Note that by Rule 0 and the following rules and procedures, some 
hole will always require attention at move n, and only one of (2.9) and 
(2.10) can hold for i and x at move n. 
RULE 4 (Activity constraint). Only one hole may become inactive during 
a given move. 
RULE 5 (Retargeting constraint). No descendant of a follower y of hole i 
may enter sector 0 of hole i while a descendant of y resides at some gate 
j < i. 
Adopt the appropriate case below depending on which of (2.8), (2.9), and 
(2.10) holds for i (and x). 
Case 1. No x as above exists. Then (2.8) must hold. Let Pi* = P,,,,e. Let 
Q,a,,..., Q, be the sequence obtained from Definition 2.4 for p * q. Fix 
distinct numbers greater than n not previously used to mark balls, one for 
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each element of Q, U {qO} and mark new balls from hole i with these 
numbers. Target one such ball for A, for each r E Q, U {qO}. The first ball x 
targeted for A, for some r <p is a follower of hole i, Let Qt be the set of 
these balls targeted for A, for some r E Q,, and let qt be the ball targeted for 
AqO. qc enters sector 0 of hole i, and all elements of Qt enter the first sector 
of hole i which is currently vacant. We say that hole i receives attention 
through x at move n. Hole i is active, and activity for the remaining holes is 
determined through Rule 6 below. We now proceed to the next move. 
RULE 6 (Activity assignment rule). If hole i receives attention at move n 
and j # i, then hole j is active at the end of move n if and only tf either j > i, 
or j < i and hole j was active at the end of move n - 1. 
Case 2. Hole i requires attention through x at move n because (2.9) is 
satisfied. We say that hole i receives attention through x at move n. Let 
@,,,(A,” r n; x) = k E {O, l}. If k = 1, send all balls linked to hole i to the 
discard pocket. Hole i becomes inactive, and activity for the remaining holes 
is determined through Rule 6. We then proceed to the next stage. If k = 0, 
release the balls in sector 0 of hole i, letting them roll until they are captured 
by a gate or enter the element pocket, after setting gates according to the 
following rule: 
RULE 7 (Captivity rules). A ball rolling by gate j during move n will be 
captured by that gate exactly when the gate has no current captives. All balls 
reaching the gate to the discard pocket will enter the element pocket except 
when balls are being discarded. If the balls are captured by a gate, hole i 
remains active and activity for the remaining holes is determined through 
Rule 6; we then proceed to the next move. If the balls enter the element 
pocket and x is among them, then hole i becomes inactive and activity for the 
remaining holes is determined through Rule 6; we then proceed to the next 
move. Otherwise, we next follow the retargeting procedure of Rule 8 below. 
RULE 8 (Retargeting procedure). Suppose that a descendant y of follower 
x linked to hole i has just entered the element pocket, but x has not yet 
entered the element pocket. Then y = q; for some j. Let Qj+ 1 and {qj+ ,} be 
the sets determined when x was first marked. Fix distinct numbers greater 
than n which have not previously been used to mark balls, one for each 
element of (Q,, , U {e+, }) - Qj and mark new balls from hole i with these 
numbers. Target one such ball for A,. for each r E (Q,, 1 U {qj+ , }) - Qj. Let 
Q T+ 1 be Q, plus these balls, and let qy+, be the ball targeted for Aqj+,. All 
elements of Q;+ 1 enter the sector of hole i occupied by x, and qj”+, enters 
sector 0 of hole i. 
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If 4j+l is not defined, we move all balls in Qi”, i to sector 0 of hole i. Hole 
i is active at the end of move n, and activity for the remaining holes is deter- 
mined through Rule 6. We now proceed to the next move. 
Case 3. Hole i requires attention through x at move n because (2.10) is 
satisfied. We say that hole i receives attention through x at move n. There is 
a unique gate m < i which has descendants of x as captives. Gates are set 
according to Rule 7, and gate m then releases all its captives. We now 
proceed as in Case 2, beginning immediately after Rule 7. 
This completes the play of the game. For all p E P, let 
A, = u {A,“: n > 0); A, is clearly recursively enumerable. We leave the 
verification of the rules to the reader with some comments which might be 
helpful. For Rule 3, define the trace complete set associated with T5: to be 
= Qf U {qf}, where i is the greatest number such that QT has been defined 
by the beginning of move n. Also, if m is the largest number such that Q, is 
defined for some p and q to which Pp,q,e has follower x assigned to it, then 
descendants of x enter the element pocket in the following order: First qi 
enters at which point Q: and q: are defined. Then qt enters at which point 
Qz and q; are defined. We continue in this manner until QG is defined. 
Finally, all balls in Qz enter the element pocket. If a first set of elements in 
this list fails to enter the element pocket and x is never discarded, then either 
sector 0 of hole i (to which x is linked) or some gate j < i has a descendant 
of x which resides there at all sufficiently large stages. 
We note that by Lemma 2.1, (2. I) is satisfied. Also, by the definition of 
Tj: above and clause (iii) of Definition 2.4, we see that the hypothesis of 
Lemma 2.3 is satisfied so that (2.3) is satisfied. We now prove some lemmas 
which will serve to verify (2.2) and (2.4). The following terminology will be 
useful. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Ball p is a resident of sector j of hole i (gate i) at move 
it if ball p is in that sector (at gate i) at the end of move n. Ball p is a 
permanent resident of sector i of hole j (gate i) if ball p is a resident of sector 
i of hole j (gate i) at all sufliciently large stages. 
The following lemmas are used to show that (2.2) is satisfied. 
LEMMA 2.6. Each ball moves only finitely often. 
Proof. A ball marked at hole i moves at most twice within the confines 
of the hole, that being the movement from hole i where it is marked to a 
sector of hole i, and then to sector 0 of hole i. If it ever moves again, it 
moves to a pocket or to a gate j < i. If a ball moves away from gate j, it 
moves to a pocket or to a gate k (j. Since a ball can never leave a pocket, 
the lemma follows. 1 
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LEMMA 2.1. For all i E N and allfollowers x of hole i, {n: hole i receives 
attention through x at move n} is finite. 
Proof. If hole i receives attention through x at move n, a descendant of x 
moves during move n. When x is marked, a sequence Q,, qO,..., Q, is deter- 
mined. Every descendant y of x satisfies either y = q? for some i < m or 
YEQ~,. Furthermore, Qi is finite. The lemma now follows from 
Lemma 2.6. 1 
LEMMA 2.8. For all i E N, {n: hole i receives attention at move n) is 
Jinite. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on i. Assume that the lemma is true for 
all j < i, and fix the least n, such that for all n > n, andj < i, holej does not 
receive attention at move n. By choice of no, if i > 0 then hole i - 1 must 
receive attention at move n, - 1. Hence by Rule 6 and the discard procedure 
or by Rule 0, hole i is active at move n,, and all followers of hole i at move 
n, are in pockets. Thus by (2.8), hole i requires attention at move n, and a 
follower x,, of hole i is marked during that move. 
If hole i ever becomes inactive at some move m > n,, then it can never 
again become active so the lemma follows for i. If sector 0 of hole i has a 
permanent resident z (which must arrive in sector 0 at move m > n,) then 
hole i cannot receive attention at any move k > m, else z would leave 
sector 0 of hole i during move k never to return, so could not be a permanent 
resident of that sector; again the lemma follows for i in this case. We assume 
that neither of these situations occurs and obtain a contradiction. 
Fix the largest k < i + 1 such that there are k followers of hole i marked at 
moves >n, which are never sent to the discard pocket. Note that by the 
definition of n, and since hole i never becomes inactive after move n,, k = 0 
satisfies this condition. Let xi be the ith such follower in order of 
appointment, for i < k. By Lemma 2.7, fix the last move nk such that hole i 
receives attention through xk at move nk. Then some set of descendants of xk 
moves during move nk, and comes to rest either in a pocket, in sector 0 of 
hole i, or at a gate r < i. xk cannot enter a pocket during move nk, else hole i 
becomes inactive during move nk > n, contrary to our assumption. No 
descendants of xk can come to rest in sector 0 of hole i during move nk, else 
they would be permanent residents of sector 0 of hole i, contrary to our 
assumption. Thus these descendants must come to rest at gate r for some 
r < i during move nk . If k < i + 1, then sector 0 of hole i is vacant at the end 
of move nk and hole i is active at the end of move nk, so hole i requires 
attention at move nk + 1. By choice of nk, hole i must then receive attention 
at move nk + 1. We would then appoint a new follower of hole i. If it were 
never discarded we would contradict the choice of k. It can be discarded, 
however, only if the others are also discarded or hole i becomes inactive. As 
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both of these are also impossible, k { i + 1. On the other hand, if k = i + 1, 
then for each m < k, a descendant of xi must reside at gate I < i for some r. 
Since no gate may simultaneously have descendants of different followers as 
residents when the descendants of xk begin to move during move nk, these 
descendants cannot come to rest at a gate. This is the contradiction which 
serves to verify the lemma for i. 
LEMMA 2.9. Equation (2.2) is satisfied, i.e., c is preserved. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, fix the last move n such that hole i receives 
attention at move n. Then by (2.8), either hole i is inactive at the end of 
move n, or there is a permanent resident z of sector 0 of hole i which resides 
in sector 0 of hole i at the end of move n. 
First assume that hole i is inactive at the end of move n. Then a follower x 
of hole i entered the element pocket during move n. This follower was 
appointed during move n, < n and became realized during move m, where 
n, < m < n. Let PI* = Pp,Q,e. Then by (2.9), we have @,,,(A: 1 m; x) I= 
j E {0, 1). If j = 1, then all followers of holes k > i are immediately sent to 
the discard pocket and hole i becomes inactive. By choice of n, no holes 
k < i require attention through followers of higher priority than x at moves 
>m, so by (2.5), @JA4; x) = 1 # 0 =A,(x). If @,,,(A,” r m; x) = 0, then 
x E A,, since x entered the element pocket. Again, no descendants of 
followers of higher priority than x can enter the element pocket at moves 
am, and by Rule Id and (2.5), all balls marked at moves >m cannot 
interfere with the computation Qe,,,(Ay r m; x) = 0. The only other marked 
balls which are not already in a pocket at m are those in Q{ U {qi}, and by 
Definition 2.4(ii), no such ball will ever enter A,. Hence @,(A, ; x) = 0 # 1 = 
A,(x). 
Finally, assume that there is a permanent resident z of sector 0 of hole i. 
Let z be a descendant of the follower x. Hole i is active when z enters 
sector 0, and can never become inactive thereafter else z would be sent to the 
discard pocket. Hence for all n, ae,JAi r n; x) T , so Qe(Aq; x) T . Thus 
@,(A,) f A,. 1 
We now turn to the verification of (2.4). The next definition and the 
lemma following it will be useful in that verification. 
DEFINITION 2.10. s is a true stage of the game if no ball which has been 
marked by the end of move s is set in motion at any stage t > s. 
LEMMA 2.11. There are infinitely many true stages. 
Proof. Let t > 0 be given. We show that there is a true stage s > t. Fix 
the highest priority follower x such that ball x is marked by the end of stage 
t and there is an r > t such that a descendant of ball x is set in motion during 
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move r-. Fix the largest s > t such that a descendant of ball x is set in motion 
during move s. By Lemma 2.7, such an s must exist. By the discard 
procedure, every descendant of a follower >x which has been marked at the 
end of move s is in a pocket at the end of move s. Hence by choice of x and 
s, s must be a true stage. 1 
LEMMA 2.12. For all p, q, r E P, ifp A q = r, f GT A, and f <, A, then 
f GT A,. Hence (2.4) holds. 
Proof. Suppose that f < TAp and f Gr A,. Then there is an e such that 
f = !&(A,) = @,(A,). F ix such an e and let NT = N,,,,,,,. Fix s0 satisfying: 
Vj < iVt > s0 (hole j does not receive attention during move t). (2.11) 
Vj < i (the residents of gatej at the end of move s, are exactly the 
permanent residents of gate j). (2.12) 
Since a gate can only capture new balls when it is vacant, such an s,, must 
exist by Lemmas 2.8 and 2.11. 
Given x > 0, find the least move s(x) > s, such that (2.12) holds with s(x) 
replacing s0 and: 
W,p,q,s(x)+ 1)2x. (2.13) 
All balls marked by the end of move s(x) and which enter A, for 
some d < r are in a pocket at the end of move s(x). (2.14) 
(2.12) and (2.14) hold at all sufficiently large true stages, and since 
YJA,) = @,(A,), L(e,p, q, s) > x for all sufficiently large s. Hence by 
Lemma 2.11, s(x) must exist. Note that the map x I+ s(x) is recursive in A,. 
Let 
a=!P e,s(x)+dA;(X)+l 1 s(x) + 1;~) 
= Oe,s(x)+l(A;(X)+’ r s(x) + l;x). 
We show by induction on {t: t > s(x)} that for all t > s(x) 
either Y&A; r t; x) = a or @,,,(A: r t; x) = a. (2.15) 
Equation (2.15) clearly holds for t = s(x) + 1. 
Suppose that (2.15) holds for all t such that s(x) < t Q U. If no balls enter 
the element pocket during move U, then (2.15) holds for t = u + 1. So assume 
that some balls enter the element pocket during move u. Then all such balls 
are descendants of the same follower, z. Furthermore, either exactly one ball, 
q;, enters the element pocket during move U, or Qi enters the element pocket 
during move U. We proceed by cases. 
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Case 1. The balls entering the element pocket during move ZJ never reside 
at gate i. By (2.11) and (2.12), these balls must bypass gate i during some 
move t. Let y’, a descendant of the follower z’, be a resident of gate i during 
move t, and let y’ first arrive at gate i during move u. Note that z’ 
necessarily has higher priority than z. There are no permanent residents of 
gate i if @,(A,) = Y&4& so by (2.12), s(x) < ZI < t. By induction, (2.15) 
holds with u + 1 in place of t, and’by the discard procedure, (2.5) for Y and 
0, and Rule Id, only descendants of z’ or of followers of higher priority than 
z’ can injure the correct computation just noted in (2.15). But if such a 
number entered the element pocket before stage u, z and its descendants 
would be discarded and so could not enter the elemenr pocket at u, a 
contradiction. Hence (2.15) holds with u + 1 in place of t. 
Case 2. y = qi enters the element pocket during move u and resides at 
gate i during some move. Let y be released from gate i during move u. By 
(2.11) and (2.12), s(x) < IJ < u. Furthermore, 
Ye,@; r U; X) = @,,,(A~ r U; X) = a. (2.16) 
Again by the discard procedure, (2.5) for Y and 0, and Rule Id, we note 
that (2.16) must hold with u in place of u, since Ai r u = Ai r v and A,” r u = 
Ai r v and u < u. By Definition 2.4(v), either Ai+’ = Ai or A:” = Ai, so 
(2.15) must hold for u + 1 in place of t. 
Case 3. Qi enters the element pocket during move u and resides at gate i 
during some move. Unless there are b, c E Q, such that b <p and c < q, we 
proceed as in Case 2. (Note that this condition can now be used in place of 
Definition 2.4(v).) Suppose that such b, c E Q, exist. Fix the least k < m for 
which there are b, c E Qk such that b <p and c < q. 
Subcase A. k = 0. By Definition 2.4(iv), there is a d E Q, such that 
d < r. Hence QL, contains a ball y which is targeted for A,. By (2.14), y 
must have been marked after stage s(x), say during move u, and 
s(x) < u < u. Hence by induction, (2.15) must hold with u replacing t. Now 
all elements of Qi are marked at stages >u, so Qi nAi r u = 
Q$ n Ai r u = 0. Since y did not enter the discard pocket before move u, 
Ai r u = Ai r u and Ai r u = Ai r u. Hence the computation in (2.15) 
yielding a for u in place of t remains intact at the end of move u, so (2.15) 
holds for u + 1 in place of t. 
Subcase B. k > 0. By choice of k and Definition 2.4(iv), it must be the 
case that no element of Qk_ 1 U {qk- , } is <G or none is <q. Without loss of 
generality assume the first case holds. qfk--l must reside at gate i during some 
move, else the resident of gate i during the move at which qi- 1 bypasses gate 
i must move before move u, causing Qk to enter the discard pocket. Let q;- I 
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leave gate i during move u and arrive in the element pocket during move 
w  > o. By (2.11) and (2.12), u > s(x), so by (2.10) and (2.13), (2.16) must 
hold. Furthermore, by the discard procedure, (2.5) for Y and 0, Rule Id, 
and since not qkpl <p we must have Ye,,,+ ,(A,W+’ r v; x) = a and indeed 
this must hold at stage u as well. Now no element of Q;-, is targeted for A,, 
for any p’ <p. Since all elements of Qk - Q;-, are marked at stages w  > v, 
A;+’ r u = Ai r v. So again (2.15) must hold for tl + 1 in place of t. 
This completes the induction step, and hence the proof of the lemma. I 
Since (2.1~(2.4) are satisfied, we have proven the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.13. Let 9 be a jlnite partial lattice possessing TPP. Then 
9 can be embedded into 9. 
3. EMBEDDINGS INTO 9 
We will show in this section that for all n > 0, Yn can be embedded into 
A?. The non-K,-categoricity of the elementary theory of 2 will then follow. 
Instead of showing that Yn has the TPP, we define new partial lattices S,* 
for which the possession of TPP is easier to verify. S,* and Yn have iden- 
tical extensions of < to partial orderings, so it will suffice to embed fl into 
9. 
We let Sz = (Pn,=$,,,{z, V,, A,), where <,, is defined as in (1.2)-(1.8) 
and V, and A,, are defined as in (1.9)-(1.11). But instead of defining =& as 
the complement of <,, we define it as a proper subset of the complement of 
6, as follows: For all a, c E P, a =@ c exactly if one of the following 
conditions holds: 
a = bJyn & c = t,Tn & m < n. (3.1) 
a = ty,n & c = ti ~ &j # k. (3.2) 
We leave it to the reader to verify that the only partial ordering containing 
<,, and disjoint from =@ is also disjoint from =&, so that Yn can be 
embedded into 2 if and only if 9% can be embedded into 2. 
LEMMA 3.1. For all r > 0, S,* has TPP. 
Proof: Let p, q E P be given such that p =@ q. There are two cases, 
depending on whether we are considering (3.1) or (3.2). 
Case 1. p=b& q=tJ”’ and m<r. Fix i<k such that {i,j,k}= 
(0, 1, 2). Define Q, = {b& &} and q,-, = t&. Suppose by induction that Q, 
and qu have been defined and that qu = t:,, for some u E {j, k}. Let {u, u*} = 
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{j, k}. Define Q,,, = Q, U {!I:;~-‘} and qu+I = c:*.~. This procedure 
continues until Q, is defined (qm is left undefined) at which point we stop 
setting m = n in Definition 2.4. 
Case2. p=tJ,,, q=tL,, and j# k. Define Q, = {tiqr}; we let n = 0 in 
Definition 2.4. 
We leave it to the reader to verify that all clauses of Definition 2.4 are 
satisfied. 
The following theorem is now immediate from Remark 1.1, Theorem 2.13, 
Lemma 3.1, and the comments preceding Lemma 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. The elementary theory of 9 is not &categorical. 
TPP was chosen because it was the simplest property we found which was 
possessed by the 9, and such that partial lattices possessing it could be 
embedded into 9. Other versions are, of course, possible. Furthermore, the 
partial lattices possessing TPP which we embed into 9 need not be finite; 
recursively presentable or even O/-presentable partial lattices can be 
embedded with our methods. 
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